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Distributed Control of Battery Energy Storage
Systems for Voltage Regulation in Distribution
Networks with High PV Penetration
Mehdi Zeraati, Student Member, IEEE, Mohamad Esmaeil Hamedani Golshan, and Josep
M. Guerrero, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The voltage rise problem in low voltage (LV) distribution networks with high penetration of photovoltaic (PV)
resources is one of the most important challenges in the development of these renewable resources since it may prevent the
maximum PV penetration considering the reliability and security
issues of distribution networks. In this paper, the battery energy
storage (BES) systems are used in order to solve the voltage rise
during the peak PV generation as well as the voltage drop while
meeting the peak load. A coordinated control strategy is proposed
to regulate the charge/discharge of BESs using a combination of
the local droop based control method and a distributed control
scheme which ensures the voltages of feeder remain within
allowed limits. Therefore, two different consensus algorithms are
used: The first algorithm determines the BESs participation in
voltage regulation in terms of their installed capacity whereas the
second one modifies the BESs performance in terms of their state
of charge (SoC) to prevent the excessive saturation or depletion
of batteries. The proposed controller enables the effective use of
storage capacity in different conditions. Finally, the simulation
results based upon real data of a radial distribution feeder
validate the effectiveness of this approach.
Index Terms—BES, Consensus Algorithm, Coordinated Control, LV Distribution Network, PV.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE worldwide market for solar photovoltaic (PV) systems has been increased significantly in recent decade.
The global total installed PV capacity estimated at roughly 177
GW at the end of 2014, 40 GW of which has been installed in
2014 [1]. PV has several technical and environmental advantages including power losses and congestion reduction and low
carbon. The growing use of residential rooftop PVs connected
to the low voltage (LV) distribution networks creates some
problems such as power quality issues [2]. One of the main
challenges of increasing photovoltaic resources is the voltage
rise problem due to reverse power flow in distribution networks
[3]. Variable generation of PV resources because of stochastic
sun radiation, on the one hand, and the mismatch between
generation and load peaks in most of the networks, on the other
hand, can cause reverse power flow during high PV generation
and low load conditions.
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Various solutions have been proposed to deal with this
undesirable effect on the increase of the PV penetration in
distribution networks. The simplest way is grid reinforcement.
Although this solution is effective and reduces the losses in
feeder, it is very expensive [4]. Another way is using the onload tap changing (OLTC) transformers to regulate voltage at
the secondary winding of distribution transformer. However,
this method requires the tap to change continuously which
increases tension on transformer [5].
Different control strategies have been proposed to prevent
the overvoltage using reactive power control [6], [7]. Reactive
power absorption by the PV inverters may put more stress
on them and reduce their lifetime [8]. Moreover, it requires
higher current flow on distribution feeders that results in
additional losses. This solution may also reduce power factor
at the sending end of feeder, depending on the reactive power
absorbed by PVs. Another method is PV generation power
curtailment during the overvoltage periods [9]. Due to the high
R/X ratio in the LV distribution networks, the PV curtailment
is more effective in comparison with the reactive power
control. However, the power curtailment technique adversely
affects on PV owner revenues and leads to the reduced use of
the PV generation capacity [10].
The use of battery storage at the PV systems, to enable
the energy storage and increase the local consumption during
the peak generation periods, is an appropriate solution for
replacing the power curtailment method [11], [12]. Decreasing
battery cost along with technology development has made the
implementation of this method reasonable. The battery can
be also utilized for peak power shaving and backup power.
Moreover, smoothing the PV output changes, voltage drop
compensation and scheduled trading with the network can be
realized using the PV storage system [13].
Different control strategies being used to control the storage
systems are divided into three categories: centralized, local
and distributed. A centralized method for the coordination
of battery energy storage (BES) systems has been proposed
in [14] to solve overvoltage problem. Authors in [15] have
proposed a centralized control method for a coordinated operation of the energy storage systems and OLTC transformers
for overvoltage mitigation. The centralized control methods
are very effective but their performance and reliability depend
on costly fast communication links [16].
The second category is the local control methods in which
control commands are calculated only using locally measured
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information. A coordinated control of PV and BES system
has been presented in [13] for voltage control of residential
distribution networks. The proposed method uses a local
droop based control of BES placed at each house and does
not require a complex communication infrastructure. In [12]
several local voltage control strategies have been introduced
using PV storage systems. These methods have robust performance, but the capability of all system resources may not
be used to improve their performance [17] due to the lack
of coordination between units. A charging/discharging control
strategy has been developed in [18] considering the current
state of charge (SoC) of the storage systems. An intelligent
charging/discharging control strategy is discussed in [19] to
make effective use of the storage capacity for the mitigation
of voltage rise/drop problems. However, SoCs coordination
is not considered in [18], [19] while the initial SoC of some
batteries could be different due to the technical problems or
their temporary outages.
In the third category, the distributed control strategies employ limited communication links for sharing data among
different units. Distributed control methods have been applied
for BESs in different applications [16], [20]–[26]. In [16],
a coordinated control method composed of both local and
distributed controls has been proposed for distributed BESs.
In this work, an identical capacity is assumed for batteries
and a similar reference waveform is considered to control
the SoC of all batteries during daily operation. An energy
storage management system has been developed in [20] to
provide SoC balancing in dc microgrids. Dynamic energy
level balancing between BESs has been developed in [21]
to improve frequency regulation in islanded microgrids. The
proposed strategy is designed based on cooperative state
variable feedback control, assuming each agent has access to
its states, and the full states of its neighbors. This requires
massive data communications between BES units. In [22], a
cooperative control strategy has been employed to coordinate
power sharing between heterogeneous energy storage devices
with batteries and ultracapacitors. A distributed control strategy has been presented in [23] for SoC balancing between the
battery modules of a reconfigurable BES system. A balanced
charging/discharging strategy has been developed in [24] that
shares charge/discharge currents between interconnected heterogeneous battery systems to maintain uniform SoCs during
the operation. However, SoC balancing is done in [23], [24]
for the battries in a single BES and the calculation method
of the power to be exchanged is not discussed. A distributed
algorithm has been presented in [25] to regulate output power
of dispersed energy storage systems (DESSs). The algorithm
satisfies both the fair utilization among the DESSs and the
power balance of power system. The main objectives of implemented consensus algorithm in [26] are minimizing the total
power losses associated with charging/discharging inefficiency
of energy storage systems and maintaining the supply-demand
balance in an islanded microgrid. [25], [26] do not consider
the technical limitations of energy storage systems such as
capacity and SoC, while these parameters may have major
impacts on energy storage system operation and lifetime.
In this paper, a control strategy is proposed for BESs used

in the rooftop PV systems to mitigate the voltage rise/drop
problems in the LV distribution networks with high penetration
of PV sources. Technical limitations of energy storage systems
such as capacity and SoC are simultaneously considered
along with the voltage control. The proposed control scheme
includes a local droop based control method and a distributed
control algorithm. The local droop algorithm determines the
charge/discharge starting instant and the initial power to be
exchanged by BESs at each bus. The distributed control is
employed to coordinate the BESs that generally have different
capacities and unequal initial SoCs. The coordinated control
is based on two consensus algorithms, the weighted consensus
control (WCC) algorithm and the dynamic consensus control
(DCC) algorithm. The combination of these algorithms leads
to efficient utilization of BESs capability to regulate voltage.
The WCC algorithm determines the storages participation in
voltage regulation in a fair way proportional to their capacity.
The DCC algorithm modifies storages participation in order to
prevent early and excessive saturation or depletion considering
the SoC of BESs.
The paper is organized as follows. The theory of voltage
deviations in the distribution feeders with high penetration
of PV cells is explained in section II. The proposed control
strategy is presented in section III. Section IV introduces the
test distribution system and presents simulation results. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
Using BES in the residential rooftop PV systems is one
of the effective methods for solving both problems in the
distribution networks with high penetration of PV resources,
the voltage rise and the voltage drop under the peak PV
generation and the peak load periods, respectively. In this
section, a simple radial feeder is used to describe the voltage
rise/drop problems.
A. Voltage Rise/Drop in a Radial Distribution feeder
Figure 1(a) shows a simple radial distribution feeder. Bus
2 includes a PV panel, a BES and a local residential load.
Figure 1(b) illustrates the equivalent circuit of the feeder. In the
circuit analysis, the effect of the BES is ignored temporarily.
In this diagram, the net power injection of the PV and the
load connected to the point of common coupling (PCC) is
considered as a current source. V n = |V n | 0◦ is the PCC
voltage. Z is the impedance from the PCC to the MV/LV
distribution transformer located at the beginning of the feeder.
V G is the constant voltage of bus 1. The voltage deviation
∆V along the feeder, due to the current injection I n at bus n,
can be expressed as
∆V = Z.I n

(1)

where I n is calculated by the complex power at bus n, S n
(comprised of real power Pn and reactive power Qn ) as
In = (

Sn ∗
Pn
Qn
) =(
−j
)
Vn
Vn
Vn

(2)
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Fig. 1: The distribution feeder. (a) A typical bus with PV and BES systems;
(b) The equivalent circuit.

Vmax
VG
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Expressing the feeder impedance in terms of its resistance
R and its reactance X and substituting (2) in (1), ∆V can be
written as
X.Pn − R.Qn
R.Pn + X.Qn
+j
(3)
∆V =
|V n |
|V n |
The voltage deviation, ∆V , has a component ∆Vd , along
the axis of the phasor V n , and a component ∆Vq , 90 degree
out of phase with V n :
∆Vd ,

R.Pn + X.Qn
|V n |

(4)

∆Vq ,

X.Pn − R.Qn
|V n |

(5)

Therefore, the magnitude of V G can be expressed as
|V G | = [(|V n | − ∆Vd )2 + (∆Vq )2 ]1/2

(6)

Since ∆Vq is very smaller than (|V n | − ∆Vd ), |V n | can be
approximately written as
|V n | = |V G | + ∆Vd

(7)

On the other hand, the component ∆Vd can be approximated
by substituting |V n | by |V G |.
R.Pn + X.Qn
∆Vd ≈
|V G |

(8)

Finally, we obtain
|V n | ' |V G | +

R.Pn + X.Qn
|V G |

Voltage Drop
(PPV<PLoad)→Pn<0

Voltage Rise
(PPV>PLoad)→Pn>0

+

Feeder Voltage

1

Feeder Voltage

Grid Transformer

(9)

Given that R/X ratio is usually high in the LV distribution
networks, the net real power, Pn , considerably affects the PCC
voltage magnitude, |V n |.
One can assume the reactive power control is not used in PV
control scheme, and the Qn value related to load is constant
in (9). If the net real power injected by the PV and the load
(Pn ) to the PCC is positive (i.e., generation is greater than
load), the voltage can increase along the feeder. On the other
hand, if Pn is negative (i.e., load is greater than generation),
the voltage decreases along the feeder.
Figure 2 shows the typical voltage profiles along a radial
distribution feeder. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate the voltage
rise in PV peak generation period and the voltage drop in
peak load period, respectively. Depending on the power flow
and its direction, voltages along the feeder may increase or
decrease. According to the existing standards, for connecting
the inverter-based distributed generation resources to the LV

VG
Vmin
Feeder Length

(b)

Fig. 2: Voltage profiles along the radial distribution feeder. (a) Voltage rise;
(b) Voltage drop.

distribution networks, various voltage limits are considered for
operation in normal and critical conditions [3]. Although the
networks are allowed to be operated up to the critical voltages,
but if the voltage at each point of the system violates the
minimum or maximum thresholds, some corrective actions
should be taken to improve network voltage profile. According
to IEEE standard 1547, the maximum and minimum critical
voltages are 1.1 p.u. and 0.88 p.u., respectively. Violation
of these voltages necessitates disconnection of the distributed
generations (DGs) from the network [27]. The thresholds of
starting corrective actions should be lower than the critical
voltages. For example, it is possible to select the allowed
voltage deviations equal to ±0.05 p.u.
By adding the BES to PVs, a DG unit with dispatchable
output is obtained which can be controlled according to desired
aims. In this way, charging and discharging of the BESs
respectively in peak generation and peak load conditions, decrease the difference between PV generation and load demand
and the voltage rise/drop problems could be eliminated.
III. P ROPOSED C OORDINATED C ONTROL S TRATEGY
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed control
strategy for the PV system located at the nth bus, where
solid and dotted lines show power flow and control signals,
respectively. The PV panel is connected to the DC link of
the inverter through a boost converter which regulates the
DC link voltage. A bidirectional converter connects the BES
system to the inverter for enabling power exchange. The PV
control is based on maximum power point tracking (MPPT).
Power injection by MPPT algorithm might cause overvoltage
in distribution feeders in the period of PV peak generation.
Real power injection from PV inverter can be limited by
storing the extra power in the BES system. In this way, the
voltage rise problem will be alleviated. Moreover, in peak
load periods which usually coincide with low PV generation,
the stored energy in batteries can be used for voltage drop
compensation at the ending buses of the feeder.
In this section, a new method for charge/discharge coordination of batteries is presented. The proposed method is
a combination of local droop based control and distributed
consensus control algorithms each of which has been used for
specific objectives. If the voltage at any bus deviates from the
pre-defined limits, the local droop based control determines
the initial exchanged (charge/discharge) power for the BES.
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Fig. 3: The block diagram of the proposed control strategy for the nth bus.

Then, based on data communication between units through
limited communication links, the coordinated voltage control
strategy determines how BESs participate in voltage profile
improvement. To this aim, the WCC algorithm shares the
total required power among batteries proportional to their
capacities. Simultaneously, the DCC algorithm adjusts the
output power of BESs based on their SoC to prevent batteries
from early saturation and depletion and enable the effective
use of available capacity of storage systems.
A. Local Droop Based Control
In the proposed control method, an initial power value is
calculated at each bus to be exchanged in voltage rise/drop
conditions. A droop control method determines the amount of
exchanged power between the BES and the network based
on a droop function when the voltage deviation violates
the allowed limits. Due to the fact that the minimum and
maximum threshold voltages could be different, two distinct
droop functions are defined for charge and discharge modes.
Therefore, the initial charging/discharging power of each BES
is calculated locally based on the following law


md (Vn − Vthrd ) Vn < Vthrd
Pdroop,n = 0
Vthrd ≤ Vn ≤ Vthrc (10)


mc (Vn − Vthrc ) Vn > Vthrc
During the period of peak PV generation, if the voltage
amplitude at the nth bus (Vn ) exceeds the charge threshold
voltage Vthrc , Pdroop,n will be positive that means BES
absorbs power. During the period of peak load, if Vn is
less than the discharge threshold voltage Vthrd , Pdroop,n will
be negative that means BES injects power into the network.
Otherwise, Pdroop,n will be zero that indicates storage systems
do not participate in voltage control.
Droop coefficient in charge mode (mc ) is calculated as a
function of the maximum load (PL,max ) and the PV maximum
generation (PP V,max ):
mc =

PP V,max − PL,max
Vthrc − Vnom

(11)

where Vnom is the distribution network nominal voltage. The
portion of nth PV power which is going to be stored in the
battery during overvoltage period is calculated based on mc .
According to the droop method, BES starts to charge when
the voltage at the relevant bus is greater than Vthrc .
Conversely, when the voltage at the nth bus is less than
Vthrd , the BES starts to inject power into the network. The
amount of injected power is calculated using md , the droop
coefficient in discharge mode, which is determined as
md =

PP V,max − PL,max
Vnom − Vthrd

(12)

Coefficients mc and md are defined by five parameters:
PP V,max , PL,max , Vthrc , Vthrd and Vnom . The larger difference of peak PV generation and peak load leads to larger
mc or md . This means that the BES participate more in
the voltage regulation. The similar effect can be achieved by
smaller Vthrc − Vnom or Vnom − Vthrd .
If only the droop based control according to (10) is used,
the BESs located at the end of the feeder may participate
more in the voltage regulation in comparison with other BESs.
Because, in many cases, only a few buses at the end of the
feeder experience voltage violation from pre-defined limits.
As a result, some energy storage systems do not sense voltage
rise/drop and therefore, are not activated for voltage control.
In addition, some BESs might be fully charged/discharged
during the voltage regulation process due to different capacity
or initial SoC and unpredictable weather and load conditions.
Thus, correcting the voltage control is necessary for fair
participation of BESs to maximize the utilization of available
batteries capacity in the network. To this aim, a distributed
control strategy using consensus algorithms is added to BESs
controller to effectively employ their available storage capacity. The consensus algorithms are executed by sharing necessary data among all existing units. The proposed distributed
control strategy works based on data communication including
output power and SoC between neighbor units in order to
adjust the charging/discharging rate of BESs.
B. Participation of Storage Systems Proportional to Their
Installed Capacity: WCC Algorithm
It is important for all the BESs in a distribution network
to be controlled in a fair way for participating in the voltage
regulation process. Using limited communication links among
BESs and without a central controller, the WCC algorithm
proposed in [28] is adopted to achieve a distributed control
for fair charging/discharging of BESs. WCC is a distributed
control strategy that can be used to coordinate all subsystems.
As explained in subsection III.A, when voltage rise/drop is
detected in the network, Pdroop,n is calculated at each bus,
by droop function (10) at defined intervals, and it is used as
starting point of the WCC algorithm. Then, the coordination
of units is realized by the WCC algorithm.
Assume that the controlled network has r BESs. Buses with
BES are linked together by a communication network. As
seen in Fig. 4, the established communication network for
creating links among BESs can be expressed with a directed
graph G(V,E), where V= {v1 , ..., vr } is set of nodes and
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t+1
t
Pcon,n
= Pcon,n
+ utn

BES1

PV1 & BES2
Load1

PV2 & BES3
Load2

PV3 & BES4
Load3

PV4 & BES5
Load4

PV5 &
Load5

Fig. 4: The distribution feeder with PV and BES systems and communication
network.

E ⊆ V × V is set of edges. The element (vn , vm ) (directed
edge from node vn to node vm ) indicates a link between
bus vn and vm . Hence, (vn , vm ) ∈ E means possibility of
data communication from bus vn to bus vm . Total number
of communication links in E is denoted by ls . For example,
the system shown in Fig. 4 has 5 storage systems where each
one only receives the information from the neighbors. The
associated adjacency matrix A = [anm ] ∈ <r×r contains
weighting coefficients, where anm > 0 if (vn , vm ) ∈ E and
anm = 0, otherwise. The set of all neighbors of node n is
denoted by Nn = {m | (vn , vm ) ∈ E}. The in-degree and
} and Dout = diag{dout
out-degree matrices Din = diag{din
n }
nP
in
out
=
=
are
diagonal
matrices
with
d
a
and
d
nm
n
n
m∈Nn
P
a
,
respectively.
The
Laplacian
matrix
is
defined
as
mn
n∈Nm
L , Din − A which is balanced if Din = Dout .
t
, injected
At time t, bus n has a controllable power Pcon,n
into or absorbed from the network by BES. A weight, µn ,
is assigned to Pcon,n at bus n, which its value is selected
considering the control goal. The goal of the distributed control
for BESs, in this paper, is to achieve a consensus on their
exchanged weighted power, i.e., Pcon,n /µn → η n = 1, ..., r,
where η is a constant. In the proposed control, µn is selected
equal to the capacity of BESn . Thus, the storage systems
participate in voltage regulation proportional to their capacity.
t
t
t
]
, ..., Pcon,r
Consider state vector Ptcon = [Pcon,1
, ..., Pcon,n
which indicates the exchanged power of BESs in control step t,
weighting coefficients vector µ = [µ1 , ..., µn , ..., µr ] and state
scaling matrix γ = diag[1/µ1 , ..., 1/µn , ..., 1/µr ]. If I shows
a column vector which all of its P
elements are 1, the goal of
r
WCC is γPtcon = ηI , where η = n=1 Pcon,n /(µ1 +...+µr ).
The most important characteristic of this control strategy is
that for all t:
r
X
n=1

1
Pcon,n
= ··· =

r
X
n=1

t
Pcon,n
= ··· =

r
X

Pcon,n

(13)

n=1

This means that, total exchanged power of storage systems with the network in all the time steps of running the
algorithm is the same as the total initial values in starting
instant. Although none of BESs has the system information
completely, a global coordination is achieved for all states
through implementing suitable rules. These rules control BESs
t
using both the local and neighbors information, including Pcon
and µ.
For a specified period T , the consensus algorithm is run in
discrete steps tT, t = 1, 2, ... in order to update the exchanged

(14)

Now the main problem is determining utn in each discrete
control step. To this aim, it is assumed that each BES has a
link with its neighbors. Two BESs are considered neighbor
when there is at least one communication link between them.
Then, utn can be calculated using the control signal, λtnm ,
considering the information from the neighbor units:
X
X
utn =
λtnm +
λtmn
(15)
(vn ,vm )∈E

(vm ,vn )∈E

λtnm ,

The control signal
is defined by (16) which reflects
the weighted difference between exchanged power of BESs
located at both sides of the communication link (vn ,vm ):
λtnm =

t
t
Pcon,m
Pcon,n
−
µn
µm

(16)

where µn and µm are weighting coefficients that can be
selected from BESs characteristics at bus n and m, respectively. As mentioned before, weighting coefficients are selected
according to installed capacity of batteries.
To better presentation of the above process, (14)-(16) can
be rewritten in the following matrix form:
λt = H2 γPtcon − γ̂H1 Ptcon = HPtcon

(17)

ut = −(H2 − H1 )T HPtcon

(18)

where H1 is a ls ×r matrix, r is the total number of buses with
installed BES and ls is the total number of communication
links. If the communication link (vn ,vm ) is the lth link in E,
then all the elements of lth row in H1 are zero except the mth
element which is 1. H2 is a ls ×r matrix. If the communication
link (vn ,vm ) is the lth link in E, then all the elements of lth
row in H2 are zero except the nth element which is 1. γ is
a r × r diagonal matrix whose nth diagonal element is 1/µn .
γ̂ is a ls × ls diagonal matrix whose lth diagonal element is
1/µm , if the lth link in the E set is (vn ,vm ).
Assuming I and 0 represent two ls -dimensional column
vector with all 1 and 0 elements, respectively, it can be
proved that γ̂H1 γ −1 = H1 , Hγ −1 I = (H2 − H1 )I = 0 and
γ −1 I = µ. As a result
IT ut = IT (H2 − H1 )T HPtcon = 0

(19)

The sum of updated values always equals zero. Therefore,
according to (13), this strategy assures that the total amount
of exchanged power at each updating step remains unchanged
in WCC algorithm.
The WCC algorithm shares the total initial powers calculated by the droop control proportional to BESs capacity. Since
this algorithm does not consider the energy level of BESs, it is
expected that the batteries with higher initial SoC will become
full in the charge mode. Once a BES becomes full, it can not
contribute to decrease the voltage rise during periods of high
PV generation. In addition, the remained BESs may not be able
to provide the required power for voltage regulation. Similarly,
if a battery runs out of energy then it can no longer inject
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power during periods of peak load, which leads to degrading
the voltage regulation process.
In order to prevent BESs from early running out of service,
the capacity based control strategy can be modified so that
the BESs contribute in voltage regulation considering their
energy level. On the other hand, in the case that BESs control
is only based on their SoC, when the power absorption by
some batteries decrease due to running full of energy, the
capacity of other BESs with lower SoC may be less than
the required power for voltage control. Hence, the combined
control strategy consists of both WCC and DCC algorithms is
proposed.
Therefore, droop based control determines the total required
power for voltage regulation. This power is shared among
BESs by WCC proportional to their capacities. Then the WCC
algorithm is cooperated with the DCC algorithm to avoid
early saturation/depletion of BESs. The combined control
scheme presents improved performance with respect to only
considering droop control, BESs capacity or BESs SoC.
C. Participation of Storage Systems Proportional to Their
SoC: DCC Algorithm
The explained strategy in subsection III.B is based on the
capacity of BESs without considering the SoC of batteries.
However, the BESs might have unequal initial SoC because
of the uneven charge/discharge during operation and battery
disconnection due to the cloud passing effect or technical
problems. As a result, the participation capability of a battery
in voltage control would be decreased due to its excessive
charge/discharge. In this subsection, a DCC algorithm based
on storage systems SoC is presented to keep the energy level
of BESs close together as far as possible. The main idea
of this algorithm is based on the average SoC estimation
of all batteries in a distributed manner and calculating a
correction factor to modify their participation in voltage profile
improvement process. The correction factor is calculated by
comparing the SoC of each battery and the estimated average
SoC across the network.
Equation (20) shows an designed observer to estimate the
system average SoC based on a DCC framework. The observer
at bus n receives the neighbor estimations and then updates
its estimation (SoC n ) as
Z τ X
SoC n = SoC n +
anm (SoC m − SoC n )dτ (20)
0

m∈Nn

This updating protocol is known as DCC algorithm [29].
It has been proved that this local averaging converges to an
consensus value which is the true average SoC [30].
According to (20), any SoC variation of each BES, would
immediately affect the SoC estimation of BES. The variation
in SoC would propagate across the network and affect all
other estimations. By differentiating (20), we have
X
˙
˙
SoC
anm (SoC m − SoC n )
n = SoC n +
m∈Nn

˙ n+
= SoC

X
m∈Nn

anm SoC m − din
n SoC n

(21)

Then, the global averaging dynamic can be formulated as
˙ = SoC
˙ + ASoC − Din SoC =
SoC
˙ − LSoC
˙ − (Din − A)SoC = SoC
SoC

(22)

where SoC = [SoC1 , ..., SoCr ]T and SoC = [SoC 1 , ...,
SoC r ]T are the measured SoC and the estimated average SoC
vectors, respectively. Eq. (23) is obtained by applying Laplace
transform to Eq. (22).
sSOC − SOC(0) = sSOC − SOC(0) − LSOC

(23)

where SOC and SOC are the Laplace transforms of SoC and
SoC, respectively. Since SOC(0)=SOC(0) according to (20),
therefore we obtain
SOC = s(sIr + L)−1 SOC = Have SOC

(24)

where Ir ∈ <r×r and Have are the identity matrix and the
averaging transfer function, respectively. It is shown in [30]
that if L is balanced, all estimations converge to a global
consensus, which is the true average of the SoC values across
the network.
r
1X
SoCn (t)
(25)
lim SoC n =
t→∞
r n=1
Then, the control rules in (26) and (27) are defined to
calculate the participation correction factor (PCF) of batteries
in charge (εn,c ) and discharge (εn,d ) modes, respectively, in
order to maintain uniform their SoC:
(
0
SoCn > SoCmax
εn,c =
(26)
SoCn −SoC n
1−k×(
) SoCn ≤ SoCmax
100
(
−SoC n
) SoCn ≥ SoCmin
1 + k × ( SoCn100
(27)
εn,d =
0
SoCn < SoCmin
where k is a constant used to speed up the convergence. To
more explanation of the control logic, consider (26) to calculate the εn,c . If a battery SoC in real time (SoCn ) is greater
than the estimated average SoC (SoC n ), then εn,c < 1. This
means that Pcon,n , determined using WCC algorithm, should
be decreased. Conversely, if SoCn < SoC n , then εn,c > 1 and
Pcon,n should be increased. It should be noted that if a battery
SoC reaches its maximum allowed saturation (SoCmax ), the
BES will be removed from the voltage regulation process.
The same reasoning can also be used for discharge mode. If
SoCn > SoC n , then the BES participation in voltage profile
improvement should be increased, and vice versa. As before,
the BES will be disconnected when the SoC of the battery
reaches to its minimum allowed depletion (SoCmin ).
In subsection III.B, the BES exchanged power (Pcon,n )
calculated such that the charge/discharge power to storage
capacity ratio is identical for all BESs. When batteries have
different SoC, this strategy may cause early saturation or depletion in some units. To avoid this problem, the εn is applied
to modify the BESs participation. In charge/discharge mode,
it is desirable that the storage systems with smaller/larger SoC
have higher participation in voltage rise/drop mitigation until
the SoC of all BESs move to an identical value gradually.
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TABLE I: Cable Data for the Studied Feeder

Grid

Maximal resistance
of conductor at 20◦
(Ω/km)

Reactance of
conductor (Ω/km)

1×95

0.3211

0.0892

4×95

0.3211

0.0691

4×120

0.2539

0.0691

4×150

0.2060

0.0691

Transformer
22/0.4 kV

No of conductors
and cross sectional
area (mm2 )

Thus, the exchanged power of the BES at bus n is determined as
ref
PBES,n
= εn × Pcon,n
(28)

ref,c
ref
PBES,n
= ηnc PBES,n

(29)

ref,d
ref
PBES,n
= PBES,n
/ηnd

(30)

ref,c
ref,d
where PBES,n
and PBES,n
are the actual power absorbed and
injected by the nth BES, respectively, and ηnc and ηnd are the
corresponding charging and discharging efficiencies.
Depending on the type of study, ηnc and ηnd can be approximated by one [20], [23], similar constant values [31],
different constant values [32], and as functions of the charging/discharging rate of BESs [26]. It has been shown in [33]
based on experiments that the charging efficiency has a linear
relationship with the charging rate as
ref
ηnc = αn − βn PBES,n

(31)

where αn , βn are constant coefficients for nth BES. The
discharging mode can be dealt with in the same way.
IV. A PPLICATION OF THE P ROPOSED C ONTROL S CHEME
TO A T EST N ETWORK
A. Network Data and Description
In this section, a realistic 7-bus LV radial feeder [11]
shown in Fig. 5 is modeled in Matlab/Simulink to assess the
performance of the proposed control strategy. This residential
feeder supplies 33 customers through a 185 KVA, 22/0.4 kV
transformer. It is composed of NA2XRY type LV cables with
parameters given in Table I. As seen, the average R/X ratio of
cables is about 4.1. The system includes 9 rooftop PVs which
are operated in unity power factor. According to presented
results in [11], to prevent overvoltage situations, a maximum
6 kW/40 kWh battery is required for the PV systems. The
size of each BES has been selected proportional to the PV
capacity for the purposes of this study. Installed PVs capacity
and BESs size are given in Fig. 5. The secondary voltage
of the transformer is set at 1.0 p.u.. The maximum allowed
voltage deviation along the feeder is assumed %5 which results
in threshold voltages of 1.05 p.u./0.95p.u. in charge/discharge
mode (Vthrc /Vthrd ).
To assess the proposed methodology in a realistic condition,
the profiles of PVs output and residential loads are considered

4
40 m
95 mm2
6
L3

PV3=10.8 kW
BES1=5.5 kW/
38 kWh

200 m
4×95 mm2
2

320 m
4×95 mm2
5

320 m
95 mm2

150 m
4×150 mm2

L1 PV1=12.3 kW
BES1=6 kW/
40 kWh

L2 PV3=10.8 kW
BES1=5.5 kW/
38 kWh

7

L4 PV4=9.5 kW PV5=9.5 kW PV6=10.4 kW PV7=10.4 kW PV8=9.2 kW
BES4=4.5 kW/ BES5=4.5 kW/ BES6=5 kW/ BES7=5 kW/ BES8=4 kW/
32 kWh
32 kWh
35kWh
30 kWh
35 kWh

PV9=9.2 kW
BES9=4 kW/
30 kWh

Fig. 5: Single line diagram of LV radial distribution feeder.

PV & Load Profiles (kW)

ref
where PBES,n
is the charging/discharging active power of
the nth BES. However, there are charging/discharging losses
due to the battery internal resistance. This is modeled by
introducing charging/discharging efficiencies as

240 m
4×120 mm2

1
200 m
4×95 mm2
3

15

PV1
PV2
PV3
PV4,5
PV6,7
PV8,9
L1,L2,L3,L4

10

5

0

0

5

10

Time (h)

15

20

24

Fig. 6: Output power profiles of different PVs and the load profile of a typical
residential feeder in Isfahan.

as real data related to Isfahan, Iran. The 5-minute PV data
were measured at 20 kW solar plant of Isfahan University
of Technology in the winter of 2015. Then, these data were
rescaled for each PV of test feeder proportional to its maximum power. Moreover, six different profiles, shown in Fig.
6, are defined for the 9 PV systems in order to model the
difference between PVs output resulting from factors such as
cloud passing. The feeder loads profile is assumed identical
according to a residential distribution feeder in Isfahan, which
is shown in Fig. 6. The parameters of the control strategy
are given in Table II. The charging/discharging efficiencies of
BESs are assumed 100% except for subsection IV.E.
B. Droop Based Control
The first test case demostrates the performance of the droop
based control method without the proposed distributed control
strategy. Figure 7 shows the voltage profile of the feeder buses
while there is no BES and PVs are controlled in MPPT mode.
The maximum voltage (1.085 p.u.) and the minimum voltage
(0.906 p.u.) are experienced at bus 7, the end bus of the feeder,
respectively at the midday and evening. As seen, during some
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TABLE II: Parameters of Proposed Control Method
1.1
B1

αc,d1 =0.79

αc,d2,3 =0.83

αc,d4,5 =0.88

αc,d6,7 =0.92 αc,d8,9 =0.85

βc,d1 =0.005 βc,d2,3 =0.006 βc,d4,5 =0.009 βc,d6,7 =0.01 βc,d8,9 =0.008
Local Droop Based Control
mc,d1 =522

mc,d2,3 =478

µ1 =6

µ2,3 =5.5

mc,d4,5 =391

mc,d6,7 =435 mc,d8,9 =348

WCC Algorithm
µ4,5 =4.5

µ6,7 =5

µ8,9 =4

Voltage (p.u.)

Charging/Discharging Efficiency Coefficients
1.05

0.95

SoC (%)

Voltage (p.u.)

1

Vthrd
0

B6

B7

10
15
Time (h)

20

24

20

24

BES1
BES2,3
BES4,5
BES6,7
BES8,9

80

1.05

B1

B5

(a)

Vthrc

0.9

5

k=5

1.1

0.95

B4

Vthrd
0

SoCmax =80

B3

1

DCC Algorithm
SoCmin =20

B2

Vthrc

60
40
20

B2
5

B3

B4
B5
B6
10
15
Time (h)

B7
20

24

Fig. 7: 24-hour voltage profile without BESs.

0

5

10
15
Time (h)

(b)
Fig. 8: Droop based control of BESs. (a) 24-hour voltage profile; (b) The SoC
variations of BESs.

periods, the voltage at buses 4, 5, 6, and 7 exceed the charge
threshold voltage (1.05 p.u.) and they experience overvoltage.
On the other hand, during some periods, the voltage at the
same buses decreases down the discharge threshold voltage
(0.95 p.u.) and they experience voltage drop.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) present the voltage and SoC profiles
when the BESs are only controlled with droop based method.
As seen, if only the droop based control is used, the BESs
located at the end of the feeder (BESs 4-9) participate more
than the other BESs in the voltage regulation. Other energy
storage systems (BESs 1-3) do not sense voltage rise/drop and
therefore, they are not activated for voltage control. Buses 4-7
experience overvoltage from 13:00 h to 16:00 h, because the
BESs 4-9 are full of energy and they can no longer participate
in voltage regulation.

C. Coordinated Control Scheme without DCC Algorithm
The studies of this subsection demonstrate the capability
of the control strategy in determining the BESs participations
based on their installed capacity. The weighting coefficients
µn given in Table II have been calculated according to the
capacity of BESs depicted in Fig. 5.
In the next study, the local droop based control and WCC
algorithm are implemented to control the charge/discharge of
BESs coordinately. All other conditions are as the same as
previous. The 24-hour profile of bus voltages are presented
in Fig. 9(a). It can be seen that, using the installed BESs,
the voltage is regulated to lower than charge mode threshold during overvoltage period, and to higher than discharge
mode threshold during voltage drop period. Thus, the voltage
rise/drop problems are mitigated completely.

Figure 9(b) illustrates the participation percent of BESs in
terms of their capacity. The main idea of the developed WCC
algorithm is to achieve an identical percentage of participation
for all BESs during the operation time. The larger the capacity
of the installed battery, the more its participation in voltage
regulation, and vice versa. The fluctuations at the beginning
of intervals are due to the initial exchanged power of BESs,
determined by the droop based control method which converge
to a certain value after a short time.
In this case, the SoC of BESs is not considered. Hence, it
does not influence their charge/discharge rate. The 24-hour
variation of SoCs is shown in Fig. 10(a), considering an
identical initial SoC of %30 for all BESs. Since the BESs
are controlled proportional to their capacity, SoCs also change
almost uniformly. In this case, for the sake of simplicity, it is
assumed that BESs have not any limitation in view of full
saturation or depletion for voltage regulation process and they
will not reach their upper and lower SoC limits during a
day. However, owing to reduction of battery lifetime [27], if
a battery is not allowed to be operated out of its designed
SoC limits (e.g., %20-%80), this strategy will not function
properly. Figure 10(b) shows the SoC variations for different
initial values. As the SoC of BES1 exceeds the maximum
limit (%80), regarding to the explanations above, the control
strategy has poor performance. This drawback will be resolved
in the next case study using the proposed correction factor.
D. Coordinated Control Scheme with DCC Algorithm
In this subsection, the proposed PCF (εn ) is employed to
coordinate the SoC of storage systems in both charge and
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(b)
Fig. 9: Coordinated control scheme without DCC algorithm. (a) 24-hour
voltage profile; (b) BES participation.
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Fig. 10: The SoC variations of BESs. (a) With identical initial SoCs; (b) With
different initial SoCs.

discharge modes. All simulation conditions are as the same in
subsection IV.C. To provide a comparison with the previous
study, the initial SoCs of BESs are set according to Fig. 10(b).
In this case study, the charging/discharging rate is controlled
in an attempt to prevent early saturation/depletion of storage
systems. As a result, all available capacity of BESs could be
employed to improve the voltage profile.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the 24-hour profiles of bus
voltages and the SoC of BESs, respectively. As seen in Fig.
11(a), the proposed algorithm can effectively prevent the
overvoltage at midday and voltage drop at evening, and, hence
the system voltage limits are not violated. In addition, although
the initial SoCs are different, they gradually get closer over
time and remain within allowed limits in contrast to Fig.
10(b). It should be noted that, the SoCs convergence procedure
continues over time. Participation percent of BESs is shown in
Fig. 11(c). At initial hours, BESs present unequal participation
percent due to the difference of their SoCs and the action
of DCC algorithm for modifying the WCC algorithm. Just
as the SoCs are converged by the DCC algorithm, the WCC
algorithm proportionally shares the power between BESs in
accordance with their capacity.
To examine the proposed controller performance when the
SoCs of some units violate the allowed limits, the initial SoCs
are set according to Fig. 12(a). Other simulation conditions
and parameters are kept unchanged. Figure 12(a) shows the
SoC variations during the day. Although the initial value of
SoC1 is %60, ε1 is controlled such that SoC1 gets close to
other SoCs as much as possible and prevents BES1 from early
saturation in charge mode. However, the BES1 violates the
maximum allowed limit (SoCmax ), indicated by an arrow in
Fig. 12(a). This unit is disconnected from the network under
ref
this condition. At this point, ε1 = 0 and, consequently, PBES,1
becomes zero according to (28). After a while, a similar event
happens to BES2 and BES3, as indicated in Fig. 12(a) where
their batteries are fully charged. In comparison with Fig. 11(b),
where the initial SoCs have smaller values, the SoC of BESs
are closer to SoCmax at the end of the charge mode.
Figure 12(b) illustrates the PCF variations of different BESs.
At the beginning of the charge mode, the PCFs are determined
considering the initial SoCs. For example, if the initial SoC is
greater than the system average value (BESs 1-3), then εn <1.
Thus, the relevant BES absorbs less power than the value
determined by WCC algorithm. Conversely, the unit with a
SoC smaller than the system average value (BESs 4-5 and
8-9), has more participation. An εn = 0 implies that the
SoC of battery has reached to the maximum/minimum allowed
limits. Therefore, the BES should be removed from the voltage
regulation process.
To demonstrate the operation of distributed control strategy
in the case that the droop control and the DCC algorithm
are only applied without the WCC algorithm, a simulation
was conducted with the initial SoCs shown in Fig. 13(b). The
DCC algorithm can not ensure the voltage profiles remain
within allowed limits, as shown in Fig. 13(a). The BESs 13 are not activated and hence, there is not enough storage
capacity for voltage regulation. When the power absorption
by some BESs (4-7) decrease due to running full of energy,
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Fig. 11: Coordinated control scheme with DCC algorithm. (a) 24-hour voltage
profile; (b) The SoC variations of BESs; (c) BES participation.
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the capacity of other BESs (8-9) with lower SoC is less than
the required power for voltage control and overvoltage occurs
at bus 7. Therefore, the combined control strategy consists of
both WCC and DCC algorithms is proposed.
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The impacts of charging/discharging efficiency and parameter k on the performance of the proposed control method are
investigated in this subsection. Figure 14 illustrates the 24-hour
SoC variations in case of considering charging/discharging
efficiencies according to (29) and (30). As seen, the batteries
are charged less than the case of Fig. 11(b), where charging
efficiency is assumed 100%, due to the power losses in charge
mode. Conversely, the BESs are discharged more than the
case of Fig. 11(b) in discharge mode. Although the considered efficiencies affect the charge and discharge values, the
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Fig. 13: Coordinated control scheme without WCC algorithm. (a) 24-hour
voltage profile; (b) The SoC variations.
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Fig. 14: The SoC variations of BESs considering charging/discharging efficiency.
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control method and two consensus algorithms, the weighted
consensus control (WCC) and the dynamic consensus control
(DCC). The former determines the participation of BESs by
regulating their exchanged power in charge/discharge mode
based on the installed capacity, while the latter modifies the
charging/discharging power calculated in the previous step
according to the SoC of batteries in order to keep the BESs’
saturation/depletion limitations. The proposed distributed control strategy uses the limited communication links between
BESs to implement the algorithms.
The proposed control strategy has been validated by an LV
radial distribution feeder that was simulated under different
operating conditions in Matlab/Simulink. The test results verified that the control scheme keeps the voltage in the network
within the allowed limits during daily operations. Moreover,
the power sharing among BESs is automatically established
according to the SoC and the installed capacity of batteries.
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Fig. 15: Convergence speed for different values of parameter k. (a) k=2; (b)
k=10.

proposed control scheme present a good performance similar
to the previous cases.
The convergence speed dependency of the DCC algorithm
on constant k is investigated for different values of k in Fig.
15. It can be ssen that, the larger constant k, the faster SoC
convergence. The results show that the convergence speed can
be adjusted by parameter k.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a new voltage regulation strategy in the low
voltage (LV) distribution networks with high PV penetration has been proposed. This method addresses the voltage
rise/drop problems using the distributed battery energy storage
(BES) systems. Accordingly, a coordinated control scheme
has been developed to regulate the system voltage and efficiently utilize the storage capacity of BESs during daily
operations. The control scheme contains a local droop based
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